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Abstract  

The development of technology, especially communication technology brings the whole world 

in a small village. As sports are true representation of the attitude and culture of the people,therefore it 

is always a center point of historian’s discussion. In the last phase of the 18
th

 century, worldwere 

undergoing major upheavals.At the same time great educationist and thinkers were trying to bring 

peace harmony on the earth. In this process by the effort of Baron DeCoubertin the Olympic Game 

were revived in 1896 with the sole purpose to develop international brotherhood by bringing the 

various nations together. Within very short period due to globalization Olympic game became biggest 

sporting event on the earth. Initially sports were the popular in the society as leisure activities and 

people liked to participate in sports to keep them healthy. Theboom of technology helps to 

globalization of the world. As gradually during the cold war Olympic Games became the medium of 

exhibition of powerfor the developed countries, which indirectly created the pressure on each country 

to focus on those sports only which were in the Olympic Games. On the other hand technology 

provided the different recreational gadgets to the people.  Both of these changes bring threat to the 

regional and traditional sports.  Due to Olympic and Asian games government started to focus on 

particular sports and on the other hand development of technology provided different kind of gadgets 

for recreation and time pass. It can be concluded that these two major changes bring threat to regional 

sports and at present many traditional sports and games are already lost and those that have 

survivedare in danger of disappearing. 
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Introduction  

The development of technology, especially communication technology brings the whole world 

in a small village. Whatever is happening in any corner of the world, anyone can see or be acquainted 

with that by sitting on his chair. If we look back on civilization process we will come across that every 

region its own culture and trends. The history of sport can be traced back to the existence of human 

civilization itself.Religious resources provided the needed thrust to physical culture in ancient India. 

Many of the present day Olympic disciplines are sophisticated versions of the games involving 

strength and speed that were common in ancient India and Greece.Sport is the most universal of 

cultural pursuits as well as life line of human existence throughout the world. It is noteworthy here 

that every region had their own specific sports activities among which some were common throughout 

the world such as athletic, wrestling, swimming, archery, shooting etc. whereas some were very 

specific in nature by region wise such as Kabaddi, ataya-patya, Kho-Kho, Mallkhamb in India, Kung 

Fu in China, Karate in Japan and so on. As sports are true representation of the attitude and culture of 

the people, therefore it is always a center point of historian’s discussion. By ignoring the sports and 

games and related activities of any group or region we cannot rationalize with the history of that 

region or country.  

Traditional sports of India 

India has a rich culture in this regard;during the era of the Rig - Veda, Ramayana and 

Mahabharata, men of a certain physique were expected to be well - versed in chariot - racing, archery, 

military training, swimming, wrestling and hunting. Excavations at Harappa and Mohenjodaro 

confirm that during the Indus valley civilization (2500 - 1550 B.C.) the weapons involved in war and 

hunting exercises included the bow and arrow, the dagger, the axe and the mace. These weapons of 

war, such as the javelin (toran) and the discus (chakra) were also frequently used in the sports arena. 

Lord Krishna wielded an impressive discus or Sudarshan chakra. Arjuna and Bhima, two of the 

mighty Pandavas, excelled in archery and Ghadh yudh (fighting till death with a special armed having 

long grip with round head), respectively. Bhimsen, Hanuman, Jamvant, Jarasandha were some of the 

great champion wrestlers of yore. With the flowering of Buddhism in the country, Indian sport 

reached the very peak of excellence. Gautama Buddha himself, is said to have been an ace at archery, 

chariot - racing, equitation and hammer - throwing. The renowned Chinese travelersHieun Tsang and 
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Fa Hien wrote of a plethora of sporting activities. Swimming, sword - fighting (fencing, as we know it 

today), running, wrestling and ball games were immensely popular among the students of Nalanda 

and Taxila. In the 16th century, a Portuguese ambassador who visited Krishnanagar was impressed by 

the range of sports activity, and the many sports venues, in the city. The king, Raja Krishnadev was an 

ace wrestler and horseman, himself.Kerala's martial art form, Kalari Payattu, is very similar to Karate. 

Those who practice it have to develop acrobatic capabilities, when using swords or knives to attack 

their adversaries, and even an unarmed exponent can be a force to reckon with. With the advent of 

Buddhism, this art form spread to the Far East countries. 

On the other hand there were so many sports, which were very popular among childrensuch as 

gulli-danda/ atti danda, paa pit/gippal (Ghar Basana) luka-chupi/aais pais dappa, goli/kanche khelna, 

lattu danada or kai danda etc. these traditional games were good time pass for the children on one 

hand, whereas on the other hand were very good in social development for the rural youth throughout 

India. Festivals and local fairs are the natural venues of indigenous games and martial arts.  

Globalization, Olympic Games and traditional regional sports 

In the last phase of the 18
th

 century, world were undergoing major upheavals.  At the same 

time great educationist and thinkers were trying to bring peace harmony on the earth. In this process 

by the effort of Baron DeCoubertin the Olympic Game were revived in 1896 with the sole purpose to 

develop international brotherhood by brining the various nations together. Within very short period 

due to globalization Olympic game became biggest sporting event on the earth. Initially sports were 

the popular in the society as leisure activities and people liked to participate in sports to keep them 

healthy. The boom of technology helps to globalization of the world. As gradually during the cold war 

Olympic Games became the medium of exhibition of power for the developed countries, which 

indirectly created the pressure on each country to focus on those sports only which were in the 

Olympic Games. And media start to give places only those sports event which were in Olympic 

regular discipline along with some glamour’s sports such as Cricket, motor sports, basketball, golf etc.  

On the other hand technology provided the different recreational gadgets to the people.  Both 

of these changes bring threat to the regional and traditional sports.  Due to Olympic and Asian games 

government started to focus on particular sports and on the other hand development of technology 

provided different kind of gadgets for recreation and time pass.It is also noteworthy that media also 

ignore to cover regional sports as there were no financial benefits were attached with local sports such 
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as Kabaddi, ataya-patya, Kho-Kho, Mallkhamb, wrestling, kite flying, gulli danda etc.  

Current condition of traditional regional sports in India 

Post - Independence the government of India made special efforts to preserve and nurture the 

awesome cultural heritage, by setting up a number of new incentives, and by heightening media 

exposure at the national level, to propagate and popularize indigenous games. In 1951 India organized 

first Asian games and secured second position in medal tally. But after that gradually the performance 

if Indian continents decreased such a low level that in 1990 Asian game Kabaddi which was included 

first time in Asian game secured gold medal for India. Being an indigenous game Kabaddi bring glory 

for the nation by winning nine consecutive gold medals in Asian games. Previously it was the habits 

of our media to talk before and after every international sporting event, about how we as a nation 

don’t have a sporting culture, how we lack the killer instinct, how rotten our Indian sports bodies are, 

so on and so forth. But in last Asian game, which was held at Incheon in 2014, Indian athletes 

improve a lot and secured 8
th

 rank in medal tally with 11 gold, 10 silver and 36 bronze whereas in 

Commonwealth games 2010 held at New Delhi Indian athletes did well and secured second position 

with all time high collection of 38 gold, 27 silver and 36 bronze. It is noteworthy that Indian athletes 

did well in both types of sports either traditional sport such as wrestling, boxing, athletic, hockey, as 

well as in modern sports such as shooting, tennis, badminton etc.  therefore a surprising changes is 

notified  at present in the arena of sports that youth who were crazy about cricket in India taking 

interest and active participation in other traditional and Indigenous sports such as Kabaddi, 

badminton, boxing, wrestling, hockey, shooting and archery too.  It might bedue to the pressure of 

media, changing attitude of new generation, government’s policies to promote other sports and 

sponsorship factors which decide the participation of youth in particular sports. On the other hand 

Globalization, enthusiasm of Olympic model (a single Olympic medal can make anyone hero of the 

nation within a second) makes the sports cut-throat competition, where every nation desires to prove 

his supremacy at international level. Ultimately these factors put pressure on government to promote 

only those games and sports, which are in Olympic game and on the other hand as new generation is 

career oriented therefore youth like to choose only those sports in which money are involved just like 

cricket, tennis, badminton and so on. As government responsibility to find talent and nurture them 

therefore various policies were implemented time to time. As it is also a general observation that in 

each sports athletes coming from particular race or area rule in particular sports events. India is also 
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not exception in this regards. Therefore several regions in India appear as power house of particular 

sports. 

Development of power house of sports within India  

Sports Authority of India, which is a governing body of Government of India established in 

1984 with sole proposes to promote all sports activities in India and developing excellence for 

International competitions by hunting and scouting talent and excellence at all the level, introduce 

various policies, among which few were directly pointing to encourage regional sports such as 

National Sports Talent Contest (NSTC), Special Area Games (SAG), STC Centre (to hunt and train 

regional talent in traditional and modern sorts) etc.at hand performance of Indian athletes at 

International level  is excellent having said that still we as a nation has to improve a lots. Due to 

several factors along with above mentioned factors while our nation is finally performing like it 

should in various sports, it is attention-grabbing to observe that this performance is not coming from 

all across the nation. In fact, as per a study conducted by HT Mint, (ePaper of HT Media Ltd.), on 

regional sports in India, there are still certain pockets spread across some states that are capturing all 

the glory. Here is anassemblage of various regions in India that excel in specific sports 

disciplines:Athletics – Kerala, football – West Bengal, Wrestling – Haryana and West Uttar Pradesh, 

Boxing – Haryana and Manipur, Shooting – Delhi and Maharashtra, Kabaddi – Haryana, Punjab and 

West Uttar Pradesh.  Athletics, wrestling, boxing, has been the natural and traditional sport in which 

India excelled in the early decades of 1950s-80s, where our country still collects medals even now. 

Kerala is a tiny state that stands out. Kerala athletes have always leaded the rest since the day when P 

T Usha captured the nation’s attention by narrowly missed a medal at the 1984 Olympics. Since then, 

numerous stars have captured the limelight in the Asiad arena. Illustrious women such as Shiny 

Wilson, K. M. Beenamol, Mercy Kuttan, Chithra K Soman, Sini Jose, Anju Bobby George, Preeja 

Sreedharan were the leading lights who captured gold in numerous track events since 1982. Binu K 

M, Bobby Aloysius, Renjith Maheswary, T.C.Yohannan, Suresh Babu were some of the Malayali men 

who stood on the podium with medals in mainly field events. The high levels of education and women 

empowerment in the Malayali society is considered one of the reasons for this stupendous 

achievement!Wrestling has been a traditional game played in India since time immemorial. It was a 

sport that got royal patronage during the age of Maharajas, which had lost its preeminent position 

during 1950s-80s. Fortunately, the days of old glory are returning with the hunks of Haryana, Delhi 
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and West Uttar Pradesh wrestling their way to the top. Sonipat district in Haryana is the fountainhead 

for Indian wrestling where Chaudhary Devi Lal Sports Centre run by the Sports Authority of India is 

located, which nurtures budding wrestlers. All the great names of Indian wrestling today, Stapal singh, 

jugmendara singh, subhash, Sushil Kumar Solanki, Rajeev Tomar, Amit Kumar and Yogeshwar Dutt, 

hail from this region only. In fact, Haryana, which is considered the most backward in terms of 

women empowerment, has produced the nation’s best female wrestlers. Policy makers must notice 

this fact. Apart from Alka Tomar, the three Phogat sisters led by Geeta Phogat were nurtured and 

Mahavir Singh Phogat, a former wrestler who runs a wrestling school for girls in Balali. This enduring 

success can be traced to the thriving rural wrestling tradition in Haryana and western Uttar Pradesh, 

where every large village has an akhara to train pehalwans (wrestlers). As far as shooting, which is 

consider as traditional and modern sports, two specific locations have emerged as the bull’s eye for 

our shooters – Delhi and Maharashtra. Indian shooters have shown to the world that there is 

something in our organized chaos that helps us focus! Shooting has been a totally different story 

unlike any other sport in India due to one key element – world class infrastructure provided by the 

government. The Indian Army runs a training centre for sport shooting, the Army Marksmanship Unit 

(AMU), which used to produce the earliest champions. Delhi and Pune in Maharashtra have two of 

the country’s biggest and most well-equipped shooting ranges, which have nurtured numerous 

international shooters. Abhinav Bindra, Mansher Singh, Ronjan Sodhi, Jitu Rai, Rajyavardhan 

Rathore, Samaresh Jung, Jaspal Rana emerged from Delhi, while Gagan Narang, Heena Sidhu and 

Anjali Bhagwat came out of Maharashtra.  

Kabaddi, which is purely indigenous game were included in Asian Games in 1990, since then 

Indian Kabaddi players prove their worth for the nation by bringing nine consecutive gold medal for 

the nation and as far as concern at national level, earlier it was the Punjabi and Maharashtra players 

dominating at national level but as weight bar were introduce by the federation, players belong to 

Haryanaand West Uttar Pradesh fetch this crown from the Punjab and Maharashtra. We can observe 

this in recent Pro-Kabaddi league where in each team is leading by to Haryanvi and West Uttar 

Pradesh Players.  

Vanishing of traditional regional sports of India 

On the other hand there are some regional and traditional sports of India vanishing from the 

society because of these modern development and policies of governments such as Atya-Patya, 
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Malkhamb, Kho-Kho, and Horse riding. Even there is no doubt regarding the the importance of 

traditional sports and games as a vehicle for tolerance, integration, cultural awareness, solidarity, 

diversity and world peace.Many traditional sports and games have disappeared or are under threat. In 

order to assure cultural diversity and peace, as well as the participation of all, regardless of gender, 

religion, ability or social background in sports and traditional games, we resolve to promote the 

balance of the existing diversity of elite sport, Sport for All and physical activity with traditional 

sports and games. But even It is noteworthy that at present many traditional sports and games such as 

kite flying, gulli-danda/ atti danda, paa pit/gippal (Ghar Basana) luka-chupi/aais pais dappa, 

goli/kanche khelna, lattu danada or kai danda etcare already lost and those that have survivedare in 

danger of disappearing, owing to the various tendencies of globalization,and convergence in the rich 

diversity of sports heritage towards a small set ofculturally homogenous sports. This has occurred 

because of the globalization ofcommunication networks by an ever decreasing number of media 

organizations whose legitimate aim is to gain as large a readership or viewership as possible 

viaminimum expenditure. As every human being wants to pursuit Name and Fame,therefore youth 

like to participate in cricket, badminton, boxing, football, tennis compare to other non benefited 

sports. 

International Attempts to promote traditional sports  

As International Charters of UNESCO and TAFISA, confirms and reinforces the importance 

of traditional sports and games as a vehicle for tolerance, integration, cultural awareness, solidarity, 

diversity and world peace. Therefore by considering the importance of traditional sports for society 

several attempts were made at international level, in which one major movement were started during 

the 4
th

 TAFISA World Sports for all games, which was held at Busanin 2008. During this event, the 

great leaders and sports promoters of the world, initiate a general appeal to preserve traditional as well 

as regional sports throughout the world. This appeal acknowledges the need for action at the 

international, national, regional and local level required to develop plans, strategies and investments to 

align traditional sports and games to the future.  All experts were unanimously agreed that this plan 

should include: 

 Support networks that cooperate with local, regional, national and international groups. 

 Work with academic partners and institutions to document and evaluate the role of 

traditional sports and games. 
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 Work toward capacity building and dissemination of programs and events at the local, 

regional and national level.   

Conclusion and suggestions  

The condition of traditional regional sports in India is mixed. Therefore it can be wrap up that 

to preserve our valuable cultural heritage of traditional sports and games, different body of 

governments and the society such as cultural, educational, health, environmental and social 

institutions has to workin partnership. The governing bodies of the society as well as governments and 

we too, as a responsible citizen have to transmit traditions in sport to new generations, disseminating 

material and cultural artefacts and experiences. It can be done only by the commitment of all of us 

through global partnership to restore, enhance and celebrate traditional sports and games at local, 

regional, national and international levels. On the other hand government, media as well as various 

federations has to support the restoration of balance between modern sports and traditional sports and 

games. To restore and promote any traditional or regional sports the government and international 

organization endorsement and investment, sponsorship is very important factors, in the extension of 

traditional sports and games. It is also very important in modern time, where people specially youths 

like to practice only those thing and activities, which is practiced by celebrities of sports and film 

industries therefore whenever possible, celebrities has to be appointed as Brand ambassadors of 

traditional regional sports. The success of this formula is Pro-Kabaddi league, where Kabaddi 

federation of India were success to get mega star Amithab bacchan, abhishek bacchan as team owner, 

which bring great spectators to the stadium and on television too. This strategy brings two major 

benefits, first it will fetch media attention and ultimately corporate sponsorship and second one is it ell 

attract youth attention towards that events.  

These have been side-lined by mainstream media but international bodies like Olympic 

committees and UNESCO; have started paying attention to them. What we need is a thorough 

research about the characteristics of regional traditional sports and provides incubator centres locally 

to nurture them along with the above mention suggestions.  
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